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the fire hd 10 (2020) doesnt have a headphone jack, which is a
bummer because its a major omission. it also lacks a microsd slot,

which could be a real issue if youre looking to expand the storage, or
if youre looking to use a microsd card for external storage. that said,

the fire hd 10 is a solid addition to the lineup and is the best-
performing tablet from amazon right now. you can pick one up for
$79.99 at amazon. the fire hd 10 (2020) and the fire hd 10 (2020)
both feature a similar form factor, and both have a 6-inch, 2160 x
1080 ips touchscreen display with 5-point touch functionality. both

have the same dual-speaker sound system and dolby atmos support,
and the fire hd 10 (2020) has a usb-c port for charging. the fire hd 10

(2020)s display is brighter than the fire hd 10 (2020), has a higher
contrast ratio and is slightly sharper. it also has a much more

responsive, responsive touch interface than the fire hd 10 (2020),
and we found it to be a much better viewing experience. its also just
a great tablet overall. you can check out our full review of the fire hd

10 (2020) here to find out more. theres no other tablet like it right
now. the main drawback to the fire hd 8 is that it lacks a front-facing

camera. if you want to show yourself a picture, youre out of luck.
thats a bummer if youre watching a video and want to narrate it or
comment on it with a thumbs up or thumbs down. likewise, there

arent any other ways to add your own photos to the content that you
create with the fire hd 8. in practice, this isnt a problem for me since i
dont often want to show myself a picture, and i wouldnt really have

any photos to add anyway.
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additionally, fire os is completely separate from android, so there are
no compatibility issues there. you can use the standard android apps
on your fire tablets, and most of them work just fine. even third-party
apps are likely to work, as they are written in javascript. though that

means that they may take longer to load and may not have the
power to provide the same capabilities as their android counterparts.
as the name implies, fire os is less than entirely open. amazon uses

proprietary software in a number of areas: the files app is
proprietary, as is the amazon appstore. the amazon appstore still

provides a superior app store experience to google play, but there is
no question that fire os is a closed platform. also, while the amazon
appstore lets you easily sideload apps, it is not compatible with the

play store. though there is a workaround for this, as fire os is not tied
to google services like android is, you will have to deal with those
limitations. in fact, as a paid app on the amazon appstore, you can
even install apps that are not compatible with android. if youre just

going to buy a fire tablet for a kid, the fire hd 8 is much more suitable
than the fire 7, and much cheaper. theres a dual-core processor in
the fire hd 8, along with a 1280x800 ips display. it also has dual
speakers, a microsd card slot, and a headphone jack. but it has a

microusb port, which is a deal breaker for many parents, and the fire
7 is a good deal cheaper. id recommend the fire hd 8 if youre looking

for a kid-friendly tablet that doesnt break the bank. sub indo 720p
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